Size-Tailored Design of Highly Monodisperse Lipid Nanocapsules for Drug Delivery.
The empirical development of nanocarriers has unfortunately led to high attrition rates in clinical trials. This underpins the importance of the rational design of nanomedicines to achieve efficient disease-driven therapies. Since particle size certainly influences in vivo behaviour, rational disease-driven colloid design can only be achieved by determining the parameters that accurately control their size distribution. To this end, we have thoroughly revisited the parameters that drive the phase-inversion temperature nanoemulsification method to obtain kinetically stable and monodisperse lipid nanocapsules. Notably, we have evidenced that the major parameter driving nanocapsule formation is the oily phase/surfactant ratio and consequently, we have established a linear univariate mathematical model that predicts the particle size distribution for various oily phase-surfactant combinations (R² > 0 99). Furthermore, we have observed that the difference between the HLB values of the surfactants and the triglycerides utilized as oily phase correlates with the steepness of the slope of the linear mathematical model. This model will bring the implementation of size-tailored lipid drug carriers determined by pathophysiological features a step closer. Importantly, this model pioneeringly fits all data available in the literature on size distribution of colloids prepared by low-energy methods and that were originally evaluated following other parameters. Moreover, the nanocapsules have been obtained following a single-step process, with the ensuing potential for a future scale-up in an energetically-efficient manner. These findings will eventually enable nanomedicines to be obtained "on-demand" to meet disease-driven criteria in terms of particle size and will also increase their chances of success.